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Rationale
✦Common

Core State Standards places cross-disciplinary
emphasis on writing (Calkins, Ehrenworth, & Lehman, 2012; Perry & Manery, 2011).

✦Participation

in multiple communities requires more writing –
and a greater sophistication of skills – for post secondary success
(Graham & Perin, 2007; Kiuhara, Graham, & Hawken, 2009).

✦Teachers

receive little formal training in composing processes
(Coker & Lewis, 2008; Hillocks, 2005).

✦NAEP scores

suggest that writing achievement for English
language learners, students of color, and students with disabilities
lags significantly behind that of monolingual, White, and
nondisabled students (Applebee & Langer, 2009; Ladson-Billings, 2002).

Rationale
•

Teachers in low-income schools are often mandated with scripted-curricula
that emphasizes grammar, mechanics, and sentence structure (McCarthey &
Mkhize, 2013)

•

•

•

•

Since students of color and English language learners proportionately attend
such schools, there is a strong likelihood they are receiving less writing
instruction (Alston, 2012; McCarthey, 2008).
Most teachers and students are caught in testing traps (Hillocks, 2002), even when
research has provided best practices for teaching writing (e.g., Graham & MacArthur,
2013) and practitioners share effective instructional tools (e.g., Gallagher, 2011).
Students, especially in urban schools, continue to receive inadequate writing
instruction and opportunities to compose in authentic ways (Applebee & Langer,
2013).
Urban youth, like teachers, report that writing assignments in school are for
testing purposes alone (e.g., Alonso, 2009; Fisher, 2007; Kinloch, 2010).

Rationale
•

•

•

There have been arguments that framing competences
through testing, however, fails to account for out-ofschool reading and writing practices that urban youth
engage with (Haddix, 2009; Paris, 2010; Tatum, 2008).
Adolescents are committed to improving written skills,
especially when encouraged through inquiry and personal
interests (Alvermann, 2010; Lenhart, Arafeh, Smith, & Macgill, 2008; Moje &
Tysvaer, 2010; Mahiri, 2005).
At a time when the United States is calling for more
college and career readiness, especially in writing,
writing curriculum in urban school districts is lacking,
possibly placing urban students further behind.

A Common Thread
•

•

•
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We Could Write About Us
Emphasizing Community in Writing Activity Systems

I decided to go and see how they
doing...what they are doing. I even
writed when they tell the kids to
write. I even write like two pages!

How
do
youth
conferences
enhance
writing
engagement?
I never done writing two pages in
my life! It was a lot of people and

How might out-of-school writing conferences influence inschool
Yes. Weinstruction
had to write aboutfrom
our teachers and writing practices of youth?
we had to write about our lives.
lives. We could write about us.
(Shafac, Interview, 04/04/10)

Drafted in Writing Our Lives-Syracuse
In My Shoes 2009
~Ali, Somali Bantu, 9th grade attendee
To understand me you have to walk in my size 9 shoe
Travel from the Dagahaley to the struggle of Kakuma
Where there is little water or food, into the land of freedom.
Feel my blood in your vein, as I walk through a life to find my own path:
Playing soccer, running track, a cool breeze that hit my body like a rain drop,
As sports shape my life to become like Ronaldinho.
To understand my feelings, look into my heartDeep down, its the rhythm and sound that flow like Akon’s song
in the calm beat of drums in the Dagahaley that I used to listen to.
Look into my eyes, see the different patterns of who I am.
I am a hard worker like a bee,
that loves his family and wants to achieve his goals.
To understand me, you have to eat a delicious baked bread that my mom makes.
Feel the rough tree I used to climb in the Dagahaley, the textbook I use in school,
and the fingerprints that make me unique.
To understand me, look into my family,
See the teardrops that we felt during the hunger of Kakuma,
Here the cry of my parents as they run from their home country.
Life, to understand me, hear the prayers of my family and I,
for us to live a better life.
To understand me, know my future will be brighter than light.

Activity Theory

tools

(Engeström, 1998) and

Writing Activity
Genre Research (Russell, 2009)
•
•
•
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son, brother, Muslim, Bantu
relocated from Kakuma
achiever & athlete
motivated 9th grader
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WOL Workshop
lived experiences
3 week poetry unit in English
language support / Advanced ESL
drafting (WOL) revising (school)
Bantu Community Center
computers (Pages)

Writing to Share His Life

Poetic Expression of Self

Bantu Community Center
Robinson High School
Soccer
Somali Refugee
Research Participant
Syracuse University
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Theoretical Framework
•

Activity Theory (Engeström, 1998)

•

Writing Activity Genre
Research & Theory(Russell, 2009)

•

Scholarship in Action &,
Community Engagement
(Cantor, 2007; Sturm, Eatman, Saltmarsh, &
Bush, 2011)

Ubuntu:
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Writing Our Lives Conferences
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Writing Our Lives Connecticut
hill central school
presents

•

Bank of America, 2013

•

NWP High Needs Grant 2012-2013

•

Upward Bound Collaboration 2014

•

NWP High Needs Grant 2013-2014

•

WOL-Digital Ubuntu 2015
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Writing Our Lives CT Conferences
# OF YOUTH
PARTICIPANTS

# OF TEACHER
PARTICIPANTS

HOURS OF
CONTACT (CWP)

WRITING OUR LIVES BRIDGEPORT

135

30

5

WRITING OUR LIVES UPWARD BOUND

98

24

5

WRITING OUR LIVES BASSICK

420

60

120

WRITING OUR LIVES HILL CENTRAL K-8

480

42

74

WRITING OUR LIVES YOUTH LEADERSHIP
ACADEMIES

480

36

15

WRITING OUR LIVES DIGITAL UBUNTU W/
LRNG

150

9

200

Data Collection (& Beginning Analysis)
Four Years
Conferences: programs, handouts, public relations materials, feedback
from participants and presenters
Professional Development: conferences, workshops, teacher feedback,
participant observations, lesson plans, administrative insight
Student Writing: materials produced at conferences, materials produced
in school with teachers who attended, publications
Young Adult Literacy Labs: designed to bring teachers and young
writers together in summer institutes - a formative experiment
(Chandler-Olcott, Nieroda, Crandall, 2014)
Currently in a conversation with data (N=1,530 pages of materials) and
being told “I need to take the time to be a better listener” (story of my
life).

Writing Our Lives-Bridgeport
The Event
ABOUT KWAME ALEXANDER
The Play-By-Play
9:00 - "
"
!
!

Kwame Alexander has written 14 books, owned several
publishing companies, written for the stage and television
(TLC's "Hip Hop Harry"), recorded a CD, performed around
the world, produced jazz and book festivals, hosted a weekly
radio show, worked for the U.S. Government, and taught in
a high school. Recently, Kwame led a delegation of writers
and artists to Italy (Tuscany), Brazil (Bahia), and Africa
(Ghana).
But, what he loves to do most, is watch his two daughters
become smart and beautiful woman, listen to his brilliant
and wonderful wife laugh, and sit in his library reading and
writing poems about both of them. He resides in the
Washington, DC area, where he is the Founding Director of
Book-in-a-Day (BID), a program that teaches and empowers
teenagers to write and publish their own books.
His new young adult novel, He Said, She Said, will debut
November 19, 2013.

"
"
!
!

Welcome
Dr. Bryan Ripley Crandall
Dr. Marcelle Haddix (SKYPE)
Carol Heller

9:15 - " "

PLANTING THE SEEDS

9:50 "

Stretch and Move

"

10:00 - 11:15

Session I

11:15 - 11:20

(break)

11:20

Lunch

12:15 " "

Keynote: Kwame Alexander

1:10 "

"

Stretch and Move

1:15 "

"

Session II

2:30 "

"

Buses depart

Writing Our Lives-Bridgeport
The Presenters
Presenter Bios
Sonya Huber is an assistant professor at Fairfield University, where
she teaches creative nonfiction, publishing, editing, and composition.
She is the author of two books of creative nonfiction, Opa Nobody
(2008) and Cover Me: A Health Insurance Memoir (2010). She has
also written a textbook, The Backwards Research Guide for Writers:
Using Your Life for Reflection, Connection, and Inspiration (2011).

Don C. Sawyer is an assistant professor of sociology at Quinnipiac
University, where he teaches courses on Race, Education, and HipHop literacies. His dissertation, “I Ain’t Do Nothing: An Analysis of
the Social and Academic Excellence of Black Males in a Dismantled
Middle School,” explores the resilience of youth cultures in a time of
No Child Left Behind.

Gordon Skinner is an artist living in Hamden, Connecticut who
explores identity in his artwork. His artwork has been featured on the
cover of Dogwood, in shows at Yale University, at City Lights Gallery
in Bridgeport, and in the homes of many collectors. His pieces ask
questions about belonging, history, and self-ownership through urban
expressionism and what it means to feel lost.

Bob Albert is a filmographer and photographer who infuses elements
of jazz and style in his work. His documentary, Stolen I.D.,
fragmented, colonized and lost features the artwork and thinking of
artist Gordon Skinner. He writes about art and music and advises
collectors of events, gallery openings, and newly finished art pieces in
southern Connecticut.

Michael Serazio is an assistant professor in the Department of
Communications at Fairfield University where he researches, writes,
and teaches on popular culture, advertising, politics, and new media.
His book, Your Ad Here: The Cool Sell of Guerilla Marketing (NYU
Press, 2013) investigates the social patterns of pop culture in media
industries and on the web.

Edrik López is an assistant professor of English at Fairfield
University who teaches courses on American poetry, literary theory,
ethnic literature, and cultural studies. His scholarship looks at identity,
colonialism, postcolonialism, and immigration to the United States
and the ways gender, class, race and regionality affect stories and film.

Brynn Mandel is a journalist for the Waterbury Republican where
she serves as a writer who covers arts, entertainment, and a broad
range of topics. Her work has won numerous awards, including
honors from the American Association of Sunday and Feature Editors
and the New England Associated Press News Executives Association.

Carol Ann Davis is the author of Psalm (2007) and Atlas Hour
(2011), both from Tupelo Press. The recipient of a National
Endowment of the Arts Fellowship in Poetry and the W. K. Rose
Fellowship for the Creative Arts from Vassar College, her recent work
has appeared in Agni, American Poetry Review, Volt, and on the
ArtBeat website for PBS' Newshour.

Mark Crandall is the CEO of Hoops4Hope and Soccer4Hope, a nonprofit organization committed to providing children and young adults
in challenged environments with safe, nurturing places where they can
contribute back to communities in healthy and influential ways.
Through sport and a Skills4Life curriculum, his organization reaches
throughout Africa, the United States, and the Arctic.

Lossine & Abu Bility are sophomores at SUNY Brockport in upstate
New York. They arrived to the U.S. in 2005 after fleeing civil conflicts
in Liberia and finding a safe place in refugee camps of Guinea. The
young men, athletes on their varsity soccer team, graduated in 2010.

Rhiannon Berry is a high school English teacher in Liverpool, New
York, who works with students on understanding genocide and
making a difference in their communities. As a Spector/Warren fellow
who uses curriculum of the Holocaust to create global awareness,
Berry encourages students to think globally while acting locally.

Marcelle Haddix is an assistant professor of English Education at
Syracuse University. Founder of Writing Our Lives- Syracuse, she
works with teachers, schools, and youth to promote the importance of
writing in all communities. Her scholarship explores teacher
identities, writing, and critical literacies.

Writing Our Lives-Bridgeport
Feedback from Presenters

•

One thing that I found a little challenging was the age range. I liked the diversity
of students, but a klatch of the youngest students (three eighth graders, I
believe) seemed to have more trouble focusing and staying on task than the rest
of the group.

•

I really liked the enthusiasm of students and hope that through doing several
types of activities – from writing their own story beginnings to word play – each
found some part of the session worthwhile and helpful. One thing I regret was
that I ran out of time to ask if they had any questions of me about my job as a
reporter/writer. - Brynn Mandel, Waterbury Republican

Feedback from Teachers

“What a phenomenal event!!! I was blown away by how engaged the
students were: the awesome spoken word and the passion of the
professionals in the room was contagious. There was certainly a vibe of
excitement and interest in my students. I want more of this. The Keynote
speaker was awesome. They need to do something like this for teachers
and I want to be a part of it.” ~ Nadia P, 8th grade guidance Counselor

Feedback from Students

I wish we had more than one day and that the presenters came to my school.
LOL. I usually hate writing and I was mad that my mom wanted me to come.
It was a day off from school and I thought, “Great, more school.” But this
wasn’t school. This was writing for life. ~ Jackie, Multicultural Magnet

Writing Our Lives-Bassick
A Teacher Event

Room 203

Looking Together At Student Work: Mining Classroom Data to Inform
Instructional Practice ~ Deborah Greenwood and Reynaldo Santiago,
Bassick High School
In this session, teachers will work through protocols for looking at student
work together. In addition to state examinations, the work students produce in
class (projects, essays, quickwrites, etc) offer abundant data about what works
effectively and what still needs to be taught. Analyzing what students produce
can be an effective tool for informing classroom practice.

Room 204

Guiding Students Through Research: The “Backwards” Approach for
Supporting Students To Make Personal Connections ~Sonya Huber,
College of Arts and Sciences, Fairfield University
In this session, teachers will work with strategies to tap students personal
experiences to connect with school curriculum and to build inquiry projects
that can help students gain necessary research skills required by Common
Core State Standards and for college writing. Drawing from her book The
“Backwards” Research Guide, author Sonya Huber will share insight on her
approaches of working with college writers (and her own craft)

Room 206

Meeting the Needs of English Language Learners
Edna Garcia, Bassick High School
During the summer of 2013, Edna Garcia worked with 11 educators from
across Connecticut (and S. Africa) to create an independent workshop on
supporting ESL students in mainstream classrooms. Drawing on a variety of
professional and practitioner resources, this session will help teachers to better
plan curriculum for students from multiple linguistic backgrounds.

Room 208

What Do You Mean They Have to Write In Math? Strategies for
Supporting Content-Area Literacy and Building Writing Across the
Curriculum
Ani Gulenk and Pete Shanazu, Bassick High School
The Common Core State Standards requires all teachers to place an emphasis
on literacy strategies as a way to support reading, writing, speaking and
critical thinking in preparation for college and career-readiness. This session
is a space for content-area teachers to think about interdisciplinary teamwork
and skills to support stronger writing from high school students.

Oak Room, Barone Campus Center & Canisius Hall

Room 202

The Art of Backwards Design - Yearlong Planning With the End In Mind
~ Dr. Patricia Calderwood, Center for Academic Excellence, Fairfield
University
This session is for 9th and 10th grade teachers. Using the backward design
model, participants will collaborate in interdisciplinary teams to brainstorm
possible themes and relevant critical questions for instruction. The workshop
will help teachers think through key and signature goals and threads for
working together.

Professional Development Day for Bassick High School
hosted at Fairfield University

August 26, 2013

SESSION II - 1:30 - 3:00

Writing Lions
Good writers are focused, responsible, and
self-aware of the words they read and
write. They...
• have

a purpose for writing,
•use thought-provoking words and effective language,
•support claims in their arguments,
•express original ideas with relevant details,
•research and inquire to support thinking, &
•reflect, critically, on the world around them.

Reading Lions

Good readers are focused, responsible, and
self-aware of what they read and Write.
They...

•ask critical questions of what they read,
•establish personal connections to texts,
•make inferences from words, sentences, and passages,
•identify the author’s purpose, point of view and intent,
•determine meaning of words, passages, and sentences, &
•consult sources to help understanding.

Speaking Lions

Good Communicators are focused,
responsible, and self aware of what they
hope to communicate. They...
•collaborate and consult with a variety of people,
•promote democracy through listening to others,
•present thinking through evidence and reason,
•use digital media to enhance presentation,
•demonstrate effective language, &
•vary words and style depending on the audience.

Writing Our Lives-Bassick
Teacher Feedback

Avg. PD

Today's PD

Worse

Same

1

Better

2%

2

27%

3
4

42%

5
6
7

30%

8
9
10
0

7.5

15

22.5

30

Much Better

Writing Our Lives-Bassick
In-School Writing Instruction

Writing Our Lives-Bassick
In-School Writing Instruction

Writing Our Lives-Bassick
In-School Writing Instruction

"it is the link binding individuals and groups
together; the ultimate meaning not only of the unity
of multiplicity, but of the concentric and harmonic
unity of the visible and invisible worlds” (Venter,
2004, p. 153)
The Community,
young people whoCommunity,
have participatedCommunity
in Writing Our Lives
initiatives become part of larger conversations of what it
means to be a writer for life - a part of a community.
The teachers who experience Writing Our Lives see the
importance of pushing instruction in ways to better tap
communicative needs of young people.
WE CAN BE WHO WE ARE AS INDIVIDUALS,
BECAUSE OF WHO WE ARE TOGETHER.

“Excuse Me, But We Have Something To
Say”: A Mixed-Methods Study of Adolescent
Out-of-School Literacies for Social Justice
Tonya Perry, , Ph.D, NBCT
University of Alabama
Birmingham
Friday, December 5th, 2014
3:00 - 4:30 p.m.
Everglades

Sense of the Problem
“The news says this is a terrible school district. Our scores are low. We
need to change what they say. We’re not that bad.” Sasha, 7th Grade
Student
“But children in one set of schools are educated to be governors; children
in the other set of schools are trained for being governed. The former
are given the imaginative range to mobilize ideas for economic growth;
the latter are provided with the discipline to do the narrow tasks the first
group will prescribe.” Jonathan Kozol
“Students can learn to develop counter-narratives that allow for a sense
of empowerment to disrupt those negative images and create their own
realities.” Ernest Morrell and Jeffery Duncan-Andrade
“We might be kids but we can still make a difference.” Leah, 7th Grade
Student

To Sasha and others like her, school is a place that is
“done to them,” a place that is not inclusive of her voice.
The focus on test scores places an emphasis on
information with little integration of meaningful critical
literacy skills. And when a school cannot make the state
pre-determined progress, then the narrative becomes
negative in the media and community. The students
become the most impacted—buying into the hopelessness
in their ability to make a difference in their spaces.

This research explores how adolescents apply critical
literacy skills in school contexts using out-of-school
literacies by linking academic content to adolescents’
interests and concerns about their world through social
justice projects.

Theoretical Framework
Critical Pedagogy of the Body (Darder, 2010)
• Critical Pedagogy of the Body explains that human beings, living and feeling
organisms, participate in the thinking and doing of the world through a
critical or “scrutinizing” (Darder, 2010) lens.
• Conscious bodies think about the world and participate in the world with
awareness.
• The opposite, unconscious bodies, allows the world to enact upon them.
Our conscious bodies can be desensitized without us even knowing that we
are subtly undergoing a change, and thus, we unconsciously convert to a
more unaware state.
• Our bodies grow used to the idea and unconsciously, we make adjustments.
Darder (2010) describes it “as our consciousness becomes more and more
abstracted, we become more and more detached from our bodies….This
function [detachment] is absolutely necessary for social control….”(xix).
• Unconsciously, we slip into a routine or learned pattern. Social control, the
act of enacting habits unquestioned, can take over, despite the conscious
learning.

Critical Pedagogy of the Body
A similar slippery slope can be used to examine students’
detachment from the society or communities. When there are
challenges and obstacles for the “body” of community members,
then there is a tendency to allow past practices (sometimes noninvolvement or powerlessness) to overshadow active participation.

Critical Literacy

Ira Shor (1990) defined critical literacy as “challeng[ing] the status quo in an effort to
discover alternative paths for self and social development. This kind of literacy-words rethinking worlds, self dissenting in society--connects the political and the
personal, the public and the private, the global and the local, the economic and the
pedagogical, for rethinking our lives and for promoting justice in place of inequity.”

A new theory that values the way students see, read and examine their
world and become involved in their learning to actively impact their world.

“CRITICAL LITERACIES OF THE BODY”

Context of the Study
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

About 400 students in the school grades 6-8
School population 94% free/reduced lunch
One urban middle school classroom (n=22)
Teacher Mr. Lee is a graduate of the TEP at a local
university
Researcher – teacher educator in English Education
Students were in an English Language Arts class
Three-week period
Teacher and researcher together for five years

•

•

•

•

In Williams Middle School, the principal
and teacher allowed the participantresearcher to work with the students in
the class for a three-week period to coteach an in-school, social justice project
for the first period class with teacher Mr.
Lee.
Usually this type of instruction is
reserved for out-of-school sessions, but
the principal recognized the value in
creating a classroom of open inquiry
around topics of interest for the
students.
Allowing this to occur during school also
addressed the issue of transportation
and access to the learning that can
sometimes occur when implementing
out-of-school opportunities for all
students. (In other current work I do in
out-of-school literacies, equity and
access is always an issue due to
transportation and other responsibilities
students have after school.)
Having the in-school time alleviated the
barriers that often preclude all students
from participating.

Social Justice Project
•

Students first examined topics around social issues that were important to them. The classroom was filled with books,
newspapers, and magazines about different topics for students to investigate. In addition, students were shown United Way
media clips that summarized needs in the local community highlighted by the local organizations. Students then also
participated in a café conversation (with orange juice and doughnuts) in class to dialogue with classmates about social issues
in the community.

•

After researching and collecting initial information (reading books, magazines, and newspapers, watching clips, talking to
classmates, and talking to parents/guardians), each student selected one topic to research for the unit. Topics ranged from
obesity, homelessness, businesses to the city, special needs children, school change, disaster relief to the prison pipeline for
African Americans. Students then began to construct questions about their topics. They then began to collect facts and
conduct interviews, when necessary, to answer their own questions.

•

Several important steps were next. Each student was given a disposable camera to take pictures of objects that represented
the issue. We discussed the importance of creating a whole picture for an audience and the impact of visual artifacts when
convincing a group. A part of making a difference is also identifying an audience for the issue, creating a persuasive
argument, and designing an action plan. Students took pictures that represented their issues and found addresses for
agencies, boards, or community leaders who could help them make a change in their community around the issue. Students
wrote argumentative letters, which included their research, to their respective stakeholders and created an action plan to
impact the issue.

• What are the types
of out-of-school
literacies engaged in
by adolescents?
• How do the girls
engage in out-ofschool literacies in
in-school spaces?
• What are the
themes that emerge
from girls’ out-ofschool literacies?

Quantitative Findings

What are the girls’ out of school literacies?
• N=150 surveys (2010-2011)
• Based on the surveys, of the 43 indicators, girls are
mostly writing on Facebook by updating their status and
sending messages to others through the Chat feature.
Text messages and emailing are also other ways that
girls are writing. Boys, on the other hand, participate in
these types of writing activities less than girls. Their
responses were more frequent than the girls in creation
of animated videos, creating graphic novels, posting
comments to blogs, and updating and creating their
own websites.

1) Girls listen to music more than boys. (.024)
2) Girls read Facebook more than boys. (.003)
3) Girls take pictures with digital cameras more than
boys. (.002)
4) Girls use cell phones for pictures more than boys. (.
011)
5) Girls watch television, especially movies, more than
boys. (.002)
Although not statistically significant according to the Chi
Square-Test, it is worth noting here that boys play online
games more than girls (.064) according to this sample.

How do the adolescents, especially
girls, engage in out-of-school literacies
in in-school spaces?

Rhonda

Leah

• She chose to discuss homelessness
• Rhonda was a little overweight (“I know
that was experienced by children
I’m fat” she told a boy who asked why
because of family drug use, abuse,
she chose obesity as her topic), but she
and/or abandonment. “I chose this
was mostly concerned with the weight of
her parents. “My parents are obese,” she
because I see people come into my
shared in a conversation, “and I worry
mom’s store who ask for pens. I
about their health.” The teacher shared
asked my mom why they need
that the father was an excellent chef and
shared his talents with the class on
pens. She says that if you are on
special occasions. Not until this project,
drugs, you can clean out the inside
though, did he know anything about
ink and use the pen to snort
Rhonda’s mother. Rhonda was very proud
of her dad’s talent but still wanted to do
cocaine.” Leah continued, “I think
something that would help him see how
that we should do something to
harmful obesity was to himself and the
family. She added, “My mom was
help people who seem so helpless.
diagnosed with Type II diabetes.”
I want the children at least to have
• Project: A School-Community Walk
something.”
• Project: A School Coat and Sock
Drive

Class Video

YAG

Topic

Quote

YAG 1

School Change

“Books…were tore up, raggedy, pages, missing, and
some covers were gone.” We need fundraisers for
new books.

YAG 2

Disaster Relief

“We might be kids, but we can still make a
difference.”

YAG 3

Obesity

“My mom was diagnosed with Type II diabetes.”

YAG 4

Obesity

“This oil has about 14 grams of fat. This is important
to me because I can try to help the kids to be happy
with there body image.”

YAG 5

Homelessness

“This project taught me never to look down on
anyone in that type of manner.”

YAG 6

Unemployment

“….the number of foreclosed homes I see in my
neighborhood is just plain pitiful. I mean sometimes
its’ not their fault.”

YAG 7

Drugs

“…cousins were listening to the “Cocaine Song.” I
thought this does not help.

YAG 8

Obesity

“My plan is to get more people working out.”

Animation

• http://goanimate.com/videos/0iVpDgQbIIY0

Student Impact
• When students were actively
engaged in learning, the content
was relevant to their lives, and
students understood the
purpose for learning new skills,
students’ learning was increased.
• Student writing increased
• Student talk increased
• Student engagement increased
• Student attendance increased

Implications
• “Critical Literacy of the Body” is an important
theoretical framework to think about engaging and
teaching adolescents. It’s active thinking—not
pontification only, that moves to action. Pushing
students to think critically about their stances and ask
questions, respecting and using the literacies
students possess (or could easily engage in to learn),
allowing choice for the creation of their narratives,
and teaching them new ways to actively share their
messages/make a change increased their learning.

Implications

• Writing conferences for youth expand the power of
writing beyond instructional limitations set in school.
• Young people want to ‘write their lives’ because
‘writing their lives’ is entrance into their being.
• Teachers, too, desire more robust curricula for
teaching writing - they wish for better professional
development.
• More research is needed on how institution of higher
education can better support local communities with
writing practices at both the macro and micro level.
• Communication and Community begin with ‘com’…
writing is rarely a solo act. Rather, it is ‘with’.
• Teachers and students benefit from being part of a
larger writing community beyond examinations
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Notes from Tatum
•

questions - We are writing as if we are really going to
change something - emancipatory acts.

•

What shift needs to occur so they feel like they want to
change something?

•

What does it mean to ‘write your life’ - as you position
it, as you are positioned, as the way you imagine in it?

•

How do you write within and without ultra identities?

More from Tatum
•

If we framed the overall agenda, is it for youth? schools?
What are we asking educators to authorize?

•

If students presented their own writing, what would they
highlight (as opposed to what we write)? Adults are still
trying to explain their voices.

•

Inadvertent imprisonment - naming of urban youth (beyond
being caracature - what does urban mean?)

•

it can equate to criminalization…a narrow view, unless we
unpack what it really means. How do they overlap at
intersection

And More
•

What is distinctive about the labeling of urban youth? Where
does it come from? Are we going after a new narrative? a
counter-narrative? Is it s storied one?

•

Why does writing dissipate between communities? Writing as
transformative, doesn’t always mean a transformation occurs?

•

How can we use the words of youth to define space and time?

•

What advantages are there for working with young writers? It
is a humanizing position to work with another writer? How do
we put our bodies in front of our work to protect and advocate
for the spaces….

Writing For Our Lives
•

How long does it take? Do we need a longitudinal
study to cover time? How is connected to broader
platforms?

•

Radical Youth Literacies - do we need social, historical
tools? Do we need technical skills so our writing
doesn’t get in our own way? What is the roll of text?

•

Who is included and excluded from opportunities to
write their lives? Can it be powerful for all?

Presumptions
•

Writing competence, writer competence. If there is assumed
incompetence it changes the way we approach the writing.

•

Poetry, spoken word, shattering blockades to human
development, to understanding experiences in and out of
school as they understand themselves.

•

How are teens faring with the lives they live in their
neighborhood? How do you gage, for example, the 100 lives
lost in one weekend in Chicago?

•

The heroic act. What can we learn from their heroism? Are
we using our pens in powerful ways to shake policy?

Recovering
•

Writing about ordinary life in melodic ways - cadences
of energy and resilience —- how is it transferred so
they aren’t penning in a vacuum.

•

How do we not recreate fears? Adults are still wrestling
with the difficult issues? How do we nurture adults to
have mature conversations about these issues?

•

Writing is marginalized because it becomes an
endorsed silencing

Implications
•

How do we strive to work with other writers?

•

How do we create writing mentors? The human texts?

•

How can we grant them to write about their own
experiences? How do we get them to write, even if it
takes them to tough crevices?

•

Writing can necessitate human development to help
navigate adole

